The car sequencing problem was first described by Parello etc. in 1986 [1] . This problem involves scheduling cars along an assembly line, in order to install options (e.g.sun-roof, radio or air-conditioning) on them. Each option is installed by a different station, designed to handle at most a certain percentage of the cars passing along the assembly line, and the cars requiring this option must be spaced such that the capacity of every station is never exceeded. The problem has led to a research upsurge after its presentation .
In 2005, the car manufacturer RENAULT had proposed the subject of the ROADEF challenge concerned the car sequencing problem [2] , which attracted twenty-seven teams (a record of participation !) coming from all over the world. So far, the method to solve the problem can be approximately divided into exact approaches (mainly including constraint programming, integer programming and Ad-hoc method) and heuristic approaches (mainly including the ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm and greedy algorithm).
In this paper, we propose an algorithm, ACO-sequencing, on solving Car Sequencing The connection of two sequences:
The cost of a sequence π: 
III. SOLVING ALGORITHM
With the development of people's research on biological group and social behavior, the algorithm based on artificial-intelligence theory is promoted gradually [3] . Ant colony optimization algorithm is an highly innovative heuristic algorithm inspired by the real foraging behavior of ants. When Ant System (AS), which is the first algorithm in line with the ACO framework, is introduced, researchers have been trying to improve the design of it, e.g. Elitist
Strategy for Ant System (EAS), Ant-Q algorithm, Ant
Colony System (ACS), Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) [4] etc. and they have different effects in practical application. The algorithm proposed in this paper is called ACO-sequencing Algorithm, which is an improved ant algorithm that can be used to solve car sorting problem.
A.Algorithm Framework
Ant-Solver [5] is an ACO solver for CSPs. The overview of this algorithm is as followed: the ants set value for all variables and when all of them finish assigning values, the pheromone will be updated to complete an iteration.
When one solution that meets the constraints is found or the algorithm reaches the maximal iteration number, the iteration will be stopped. 
B.Solving Thought
Based on the basic principle of ACO, another three optimization strategies are imported and they are as followed: Elite strategy [6] [7] that can accelerate convergence rate, that is to say, only the pheromone between the car nodes that are in the car sequence with the least cost; Maximal-minimal ant system, to prevent the algorithm converging too early, when the pheromone is updated, extreme value is provided to keep it in scope of this maximum number and prevent too early convergence to non-optimal value; Negative feedback, pheromone will volatile to keep the balance of convergence rate, that is to say,pheromone will be reduced by a volatile rate ( ρ ) before it is updated so that to keep the balance of convergence rate.
According to the analysis of car sorting problem, two information structures [8] (2)ACO-sequencing bases on the improvement in ACO, add environmental variable factor [9] .
En is the environmental factor; Ants are affected by the environment in the process of choosing a car, the value is a random number in the interval of [0,1]. 3 α :
The weight of environmental factor.
C. The Description of ACO-Sequencing Algorithm.
The description of ACO algorithm solving car sorting problem is as followed: The car sequence is set to 0 initially and when π is smaller than the total number, the candidate cars are chosen to make the car with lowest expense and the car is chosen to add to the list π to complete a loop. When a car sequence is found or reaches the maximum iteration times, the algorithm stops iteration and output sequence π. 
D.Experimental test
In order to test the performance of the algorithm in this paper, test data from CSPlib [10] （A problem library for constraints）is introduced and divided into two groups and one is satisfied data and the other one is unsatisfied data. The size of each group is one hundred, two hundred, three hundred and four hundred according to the size of cars. The experimental environment is Windows XP operating problem, COREi3 2.20 GHz CPU and 2G memory.
The settings of parameters are as shown in Table 1 .
The setting of ACO parameters belongs to the first algorithm and the one of ACO-sequencing belongs to the improved algorithm. 
